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IKUNG BUSHMAN RELIGIOUS BELIEFS'
LORNA MARSHALL

M/Y

purpose in this paper is to describe some of the religious beliefs held currently by the !Kung Bushmen of the interior bands of the Nyae Nyae region
of South West Africa. I shall limit the paper to a description of their concepts of the
gods, the problem of evil, supplication, the spirits of the dead, and the ceremonial
curing dance, but leave for another paper a more detailed account of medicine men,
how they become medicine men, and more about their practices and beliefs. We
gathered the information which I present principally on our expeditions of 1952-3
and I955.
Schapera traces considerable borrowing in the past by the Bushmen from Hottentots and Bergdama.2 I did not have opportunity to trace, to any significant extent,
possible present-day borrowing or exchange of ideas, and can only report that contact, and therefore opportunity for exchange, takes place between the interior bands
of !Kung in the Nyae Nyae region and the Tswana and Herero on the border of the
Bechuanaland Protectorate. The !Kung have contact also, but much less frequently,
with Makaukau (Auen) Bushmen to the south and through them to some extent with
Naron in the Ghanzi region of the Bechuanaland Protectorate. The Kung of Nyae
Nyae occasionally see !Kung to the north of their region, who in turn see the Okavango and Ovambo tribes. Although the Nyae Nyae !Kung had not enough contact
with white people before we came to absorb any Christian ideas directly from them,
and no Christian missionary has been in the interior of the region, an influence of
Christianity cannot be precluded because the Tswana do have contact with Christianity. Our own highly valued interpreter, Kernel Ledimo, who grew up near the
border and spoke Bushman from his childhood, had been educated in an Anglican
mission school. Although there has been contact with people who have Christian
ideas, I do not recognize with certainty any Christian elements among !Kung beliefs.
One is left to wonder if the change in the concept of the nature of the gods, particularly in that of the great god, which appears when one compares the old tales with
current concepts, was brought about entirely by the philosophical and logical powers
of the !Kung themselves and by their adjustment to emotional needs, or whether
influences from without played some part. I hope that the research of others may
throw light on this point.
I should like to mention a few of the well-known Bushman beliefs, recorded in the
past, which the present Nyae Nyae !Kung do not have and then proceed to a more
systematic description of beliefs which they hold at present.
The Nyae Nyae !Kung have various beliefs and lore about the sun and moon,
Canopus, the Pleiades, and other stars, and they have the well-known myth of the
moon and the hare; but they do not attribute active divinity to the heavenly bodies,
which are 'just stars ', they say in effect, and we did not find that they either fear
* We are
grateful for a grant towards the publication of this long article.
2 I.
Schapera, The KhoisanPeoplesof South Africa,

London: Routledge, I930. Reference is particularly
to chapter vii.
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them or seek to gain beneficent influence from them. As far as we know they do not
pray to them for food as the Cape Bushmen are said once to have done, or for rain
as the Naron and Auen and /O !Kung do.T
The !Kung beliefs about rain, which I do not describe in detail in this paper,
include the idea that rain is life-giving and makes the food plants and other vegetation
grow, whereas the sun is death-giving. The !Kung do not now formally personify or
deify rain or worship it, but may retain a vestige of an ancient personification of rain
in praying to it, in a manner of speaking, as they also do to lightning. 'Fall
silently, rain. Do not make such a noise. Do not be dangerous', they say. Or, to
lightning, 'Do not come against me. Go to the other side.'
The !Kung do not attribute divinity to the mantis but, in calling it ' the servant of
//Gauwa', perhaps they preserve a vestige or an echo of the Cape Bushman belief in
Ikaggen.If they injure a mantis which is walking on them or throw one into the fire,
'//Gauwa would see this and say that his servant was being ill treated and would
punish the person. He would make the person sick'. Mantises are chi dole (chi,
thing; dole, bad) not because they harm you-they only prick and tickle you-but
because they belong to //Gauwaand people are afraid of the' owner '. The old people
told them these things. We saw the /Kung hold mantises, however, without exhibiting fear or the uncanny fascinated feeling I had when I watched them (especially the
huge female who lived with me, with her consort seemingly permanently attached
to her, and fascinated me by never seeming to take her eyes off me as she made her
slow and stately progress around the tent at night).
The !Kung react in quite a different way to millepedes. They say there are two
kinds. The large one they call ko ko chi nabe;the small one they call chobaor zoba. One
day a boy picked up a millepede and threw it toward a group of women. They
jumped up and fled, shrieking. Talking about it afterwards, they explained that
' even men are afraid of millepedes '. (We observed several incidents of people jumping and running from them.) They are very dangerous, the /Kung say. If one gets
on you, the shock of fright you feel could kill you. ' Millepedes work with //Gauwa.
He sends them to eat your nose when you are asleep.' If you put a chobain the fire
when the n/i berries (Grewiaflava D.C.) are still green, the berries will not ripen
properly and will not be sweet. If the !Kung find the ash of a millepede which has
been burned in a veld fire and has kept its shape, they take the ash for a medicine.
(Cf. Schapera's account that among the Naron and Auen 'the millipede, said to
belong to Hishe, is only touched by them [magicians]; they dry it and use it powdered
as medicine.'2)
The !Kung do not believe that animals have spirits or souls or that earthly objects
(such as trees or water, for example) are entered by spirits or are themselves animated
by having spirits of their own.
Divination is a secular practice among the !Kung. The oracle disks may be thrown
and read by any man. They are five leather disks about two-and-a-half to three inches
in diameter. The man who throws them gathers them into his cupped hands, flings
them with a spreading motion on to a kaross on the ground, and reads what they
reveal or predict. Different personifications are attributed to the disks, according to
what the people want to learn from them. If advice about a hunt is wanted, the
I

Schapera, op. cit., pp. 176-7.

2 Ibid., p. 197.
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disks may represent two eland bulls, two eland cows, and a hyena, the fifth disk
being the factor of ill fortune, and in this role they tell the hunters in what direction
they should go and what success or difficulty to expect. The names of people who
are absent may be attributed to the disks, which then give news of the people. As
everyone knows where everyone is likely to be and what is likely to befall, the disks
are more often right than wrong. They afforded us the amusement of a remarkable
coincidence, which people so delight in, when they foretold quite precisely the return
of one of our party who had been away and whom we had not expected nearly
so soon.
It was entertaining to watch a session with the disks. A group of men would
gather around the thrower. The thrower always had his say, but he was not allowed
to pontificate. Everyone read the disks with him and gave his own interpretation.
Sometimes the men would disagree and shout at each other in effect, 'Idiot, don't
you see it means this? ' At other times they were grave and intent, searching for the
meaning. Whether they came to a consensus or went off, each holding to his own
opinion, was never clear.
THE NAMES OF THE GODS

The Names of the Great God
In present times the !Kung of the Nyae Nyae region believe that there are two gods,
one the great and one the lesser, that they have wives and children, and that they are
attended by the spirits of the dead.
These beings all live in the sky. The great god lives in the east at the place where
the sun rises, the lesser god in the west where the sun sets.
The great god created himself. Then he created the lesser god. He created two
wives, one for himself and one for the lesser god. The elder wife lives usually with
the great god in the east, the younger one with the lesser god in the west, but, at any
time the great god wishes, he may take both wives to live with him in the east. The
wives bore six children to the gods, three boys and three girls. The great god created
the earth and men and women and all things.
The great god named himself and then gave names to the lesser god and to their
wives and children. He gave himself his names to praise himself. He said, 'I am
Hishe. I am unknown, a stranger. No one can command me.' He praised himself also
with the name !Gara when he did something against the people, and the people said,
'He causes death among the people and causes the rain to thunder.' ' I am #Gaishi
#gai', said the great god. 'I am chi dole. I am a bad thing. I take my own way. No
one can advise me.' His being the cause of sickness and death among the people was
the reason for his giving himself many names, we were told. This was apparently
a satisfying reason to the !Kung, who offered no other explanation.
The great god has seven divine names and one earthly name, the last being
:Gao!na, Old tGao. His earthly name, though not as common as some, is a man's
name which we came upon fairly often. I call his seven other names ' divine ' because
they belong only to the gods. They are:
Hishe
/Gauwa
!Gara
Ganiga
Huwe
= Gaishi #gai
Kxo
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The name Hishe, Schapera tells us, is used by the Naron and Auen.' He thinks it
may be a corruption of Heitsi Eibib, a mythical hero of the Hottentots.2 As this name
is not reported for other /Kung groups by Miss Bleek, Vedder, or Lebzelter, it is
possible that it has been borrowed by the Nyae Nyae !Kung from the Auen. The
Auen (also called Makaukau) live immediately south of the Nyae Nyae region.3
The name Huwe is reported for Miss Lloyd's !Kung informants from Lake Ngami
by Miss Bleek, for the /Kung at Tsumeb by Vedder, and for the eastern Kalahari
group by Dornan, but not for the Auen or Naron, who said to Miss Bleek, as
Schapera tells us,4 that 'he [Hwuve]was the " captain " of the men in the north, the
Makoba and others. They also said he was the brother of Hishe, while one man called
him the " captain " of the white people'.
The name Kxo is something of a puzzle. I spelt it this way because I thought
I heard both the k and the velar fricative sound x, as distinct from the name Ko.s
I believe now that what I heard as Kxo is the name which Schapera tells us is spelt
both Xi and //Khuby Lebzelter.6 Lebzelter's account of Xu given him by the group
he calls the eastern /Kung accords so closely with the Nyae Nyae /Kung's account of
Hishe-Huwe-Kxo that I feel certain that Xu and Kxo are conceptually the same
being.
The Nyae Nyae /Kung did not have the name (or title) Ikhuba,the Hottentot word
for' master ', which Schapera tells us the Auen and Naron were beginning to borrow
from the Nama when Miss Bleek worked with the Auen at Sandfontein.7 Nor did
they have Thorawhich Dornan heard among Bushmen of the eastern Kalahari.8 And
none of the informants we worked with knew the name Erob recorded by Lebzelter
among the !Kung in the Oschimpoloveld. Schapera tells us that this name came from
the Hebrew Elohim, a name used by missionaries among the Nama for ' God '.9
I shall have more to say about //Gauwa and #Gao.na presently. The remaining
three names, !Gara, Gani ga, and #Gaishi #gai, do not appear in the accounts of
Bushman religion which Schapera analysed. I struggled to ascertain that they were
names, not terms, titles, or descriptive phrases. So far, my evidence leads me to consider them names, but I could not trace their origin. My informants had no idea
Schapera, op. cit., p. 182.
Ibid., pp. I91, 374.
3 For the location and extent of the
Nyae Nyae
region see Lorna Marshall, '/Kung Bushman Bands',
Africa, vol. xxx, no. 4, Oct. I960, pp. 325-7.
4 Schapera, op. cit., p. I83.
5 Some
/Kung informants, /Ti/kay among them,
claimed they did not know the name Ko. Others told
us that Ko is a god of other people, a different god,
not =Gao/na or I#Gauwa. They said, for example,
that the white man's god is Ko. One informant said,
in effect, that, even though Ko was a god of other
people, he could kill anybody-white men, black
men, and Bushmen. One is interested to note that
Ko was the name of the female mantis god of the
Bushmen of Basutoland, reported by Arbousset, as
tells us (ibid., p. 181).
Schapera
6 ' Lebzelter, in his account of Kung religion, says
that all the groups investigated by him have the
belief in a " supreme good being " (" ein hochstes
gutes Wesen "). Among the Eastern Kung this
I

2

being is termed Xu (elsewhere he spells the name
//Khu)or Xuwa, " the Lord " or " the great captain ",
whom he identifies with Vedder's Huwu or Hu'e.'
(Ibid., p. 183.)
Bushman languages present so many difficulties to
those who are not experts in them-difficulties in
recognizing the clicks and in sorting out variations
in pronunciation between individuals even of the
same group, as well as variations that are probably
imposed by the position of the words in the sentence
and by other grammatical configurations, &c.-that
such discrepancies as Kxo, Xu, and //Khuare relatively
slight. Fully aware of my own inadequacy in the
language, I usually assume when I differfrom another
observer that the other is right and I am wrong.
However, I cannot simply adopt another's rendering
of the word without knowing if the discrepancy is
due to dialectal differences or to my ignorance or
what, and so must stick to my own approximations.
7
Schapera, op. cit., pp. I82-3.
8 Ibid., p. x85.
9 Ibid., p. 190.
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where the names came from (' The old people told us that he gave himself these
names', they said) and I do not have sufficient relevant comparativematerial to
throw possible light on the question. Informantssaid that fGaolna was the oldest
of the names of God and that !Garawas the next oldest.
TheNamesof theLesserGod
The great god named the lesser god by giving him all of his own ' divine ' names
but not his humanname,#Gao!na.
Having been namedfor the great god, the lesser god is the great god's namesake,
his Iguma(Iguis name, ma is small or younger), and the great god is the !gu/na(Ina
means old, older, or big).
The concept of the namesake,and of the relationshipbetween the Igulnaand the
!guma,is an important one in the /Kung kinship system.I !Gu!naand !gumaare
always of the same sex, !Kung namesbeing sex-linked.One sharesin some mystical
way the entity of the person for whom one is named. Incest taboos requirethat one
must not marrythe parentor offspringof one's Igulnaor Iguma.Behaviourbetween
a !gulnaand a !gumais as open and free from formal restrictionsas any in !Kung
society. They have the joking relationship.Only the usual respect of the young for
the old is expected.
The opposite conditions exist between parent and child. A man must not name
a son for himself or a daughterfor her mother. Parentand offspringdo not have the
joking relationship.
It was interestingto me to find the great and lessergod in the !gulna-!guma
relationship ratherthan the father-son relationship,as it offers some evidence that the concept of the two gods is not influencedby the Christianconcept of God, the father,
and Jesus, the son. Also one comes to see that the father-sonrelationshipwould not
serve the Bushmenas well as the !gulna-lguma
relationshipin explainingthe problem
of evil, for a son would not present as sharp a duality, but, according to human
standards,would express respect, obedience, deference, propriety, and assistance,
which is not in totalthe function of the lesser god.
TheNamesof the Wivesof the Gods
The Nyae Nyae !Kung believe that =Gao!nagave all his own ' divine' namesto
both of the wives; di, the suffix which means 'female' is added: Hishedi,Huwedi,
Kxodi,!Garadi,Ganigadi, Gaishi /gaidi, //Gauwadi.
#Gao!na, the great god's human name, is not applied to the wives, men's names
never being given to women. One would say instead #Gao!na a tsau, '#Gao!na
his wife'.
Each wife has a humanname as well. The elder one, who usuallylives alone with
Old Khwova. The younger one is //Gow. (//Gow
#Gao!na, is named Khwova!na,
rhymes with how.The ao sound in the men's names Gao, tGao, and /Gao I use
arbitrarilyand mean by it a slightly shorter, more closed sound, like the ouin ouch.)
We knew only two women named //Gow but knew many Khwovas.
The wives of the gods may be referredto or addressedby a respect term, used
Cf. Lorna Marshall, ' The Kin Terminology System of the /Kung Bushmen', Africa, vol. xxvii, no. r,
Jan. I957, pp. 1-25.
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only for females, kolidi, a term which one may also apply to women when one wants
to be especially polite and to honour them. It is used for women 'who possess lots
of things', the !Kung explained. Gaoxadi, the female form of one of the respect
terms for the gods, may also be applied.
Khwovalnais also called ' the mother of the bees '. When men go to look for honey
they
pray to her.
' The
wives of the gods have the same work as their husbands. Their work is also
strong', we were told.
The Names of the Childrenof the Gods
The names of the six children of the gods are as follows: for the boys-/Kwa ma,
Nami, /Kunggo;for the girls-lKharu, !Nai, IKow.Nami, /Kharu,and !Nai are familiar
names to me, the others are not. These names are from Robert Dyson's notes (for
which I want to express my gratitude), and it is possible that the name he writes
!Kow is the same as the one I write //Gow. As I have said, such questions and discrepancies about words are very common.
In the myths, but not in the !Kung's current account of their beliefs, #Gao!na has
two other sons who are involved in many strange events with their father. Their
names are Khanl/aand Kxoma. They were turned into the two stars in the vertical
axis of the Southern Cross which now bear their names. Alpha Crux is Khan//a;
Gamma Crux is Kxoma.
Miss Bleek was told that Hishe was sometimes 'followed by children like baboons '.I
The image this gives of the divine children leaping and playing and following like
infant baboons is amusing. The image which the Nyae Nyae !Kung have, however,
is very different. 'The girls are fresh and beautiful', they say, ' not ugly like Bushmen.' Their skin is the colour of Bushman skin but at its lightest shade (gau).
The children are called little //gauwasi(si is the plural suffix). The spirits of the dead
are also called //gauwasi.It is the children's special duty to carry the spirits of mortals,
when they die, from the dead bodies to their 'father in the sky'. We were told that
the little //gauwasiare helpful to humans. ' They watch over them and help to prevent
#Gao!na from getting angry.'
Terms of Respectand Disrespect
In addition to the names, the Nyae Nyae !Kung apply three terms of respectful
address to the gods: gaoxa, n/iha, and !nau. As I mentioned in my paper on the structure of bands,2 the terms gaoxa and n/iha may be applied also to human chiefs, or to
persons who are over others, like a district commissioner, and they are sometimes
applied to a Bushman headman, although, to be strictly proper in !Kung, a headman
is called kxau, 'owner'. Gaoxa is the more exalted term. Some informants felt that
to call a man gaoxa was to compare him to the deity, which might anger the gods.
Others felt that it 'sounded like a curse' to call a man gaoxa. The term pleases
#Gao!na, however. When he hears it applied to himself he knows that the people
respect and fear him and ' he has a good feeling about them '.
INau among the Nyae Nyae /Kung is a term of respect for any old man and it is
I

Schapera, op. cit., p.

I92.

3 Cf. Lorna Marshall, ' Kung Bushman Bands,' Africa, vol. xxx, no. 4, Oct. I960,
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also commonly used for any man (not a boy) older than the speaker when the speaker
must avoid saying the name. The people address the gods as !nau and gaoxa more
commonly than as n/iha. We were told that they call the great god Ina ' when he is
good '.
It is interesting to know that the power of the great god, his omnipotence which
he was so mysteriously able to create for himself, is called gaoxa and that the special
potent 'spiritual' medicine which the great god puts into the medicine men, the
curing power, is also called gaoxa.
The !Kung often call the great god 'father' especially in supplication, and plead
that he succour his 'children' and give them rain or good fortune in the hunt or
whatever they may be asking for.
Nonabe is a term of great disrespect, a ' scolding' term. When used for a human
being it is a curse and a terrific insult. A man who felt himself greatly wronged by
another and in violent anger would say of the man who wronged him, 'That
Nonabe! ' But he would not say this to the man's face 'for if he did there might be
a fight (so great is the insult). When he saw the man in person he would come in
peace to him, not showing his anger'. Nonabe is used in blasphemy by the medicine
men in trance, along with other insults when they are combating the gods and the
//gauwasiin the medicine dances, demanding that they take away the evil they have
brought.
The Fear of the Names
The Nyae Nyae !Kung 'fear' (koa) to utter the names of the gods. The word
'means both' to be afraid of, as one is afraid of a mamba, and 'to respect and avoid', as
one respects one's mother-in-law and avoids speaking to her and saying her name.
Children must strictly avoid saying any of the names of the gods. Old men and
women need not observe an absolutely restrictive taboo in uttering the names, and
may and do say them, but there seems to be an element of taboo (it is a ' deaththing ', they say) and fear of drawing attention to themselves. We were aware of their
unwillingness to speak of religious matters early in our work and therefore waited
until our relations were well established before questioning them. Our information
was gathered for the most part in I953 and I955 at many different sessions with
fifteen men and eight women informants who had proved to be reliable. Others
joined the talks casually and when they wished to do so. Our informants declared
themselves willing to teach me because I wished to know. Throughout the discussions people varied in the degree of caution and discretion with which they spoke
the names. Sometimes we talked literally in whispers and usually at least in low voices,
saying ' the one in the east ',' the one in the west '. On one occasion /Ti!kay told me
that my questions made him sick. He meant to claim, I ascertained, that he had an
actual physical sensation such as a nervous twinge or slight nausea. The woman who
first told me the name of the wife of the great god put her lips to my ear and whispered, barely audibly, ' Hwedi '. Next day, unfortunately, she had a high fever. She
recovered, but the episode put an end to my trying to learn from her about the wives
of the gods. !U, when someone was ill at Cho/ana, and she was filled with anxiety
and longing to be home at Gautscha, made me promise not to say the names or ask
any more questions, at least until we were all safely back.
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In spite of their reluctance to say the gods' names in serious discussion, the /Kung
say them in blasphemy. (The word for cursing or blasphemy is za. Cursing is also
called 'mouth-medicine '.) The medicine men curse the gods when they are combating their evil intents in the curing ceremony. A light-hearted blasphemy also
occurs among the !Kung, as among ourselves, and the names slip from men's mouths
in an insouciant way, as though they did not really mean them, as we say 'God
Almighty! ' or ' Jesus Christ! ' in our inconsequential swearing.
I wondered if we should find that certain names were more closely associated with
certain phenomena, like lightning or rain, or with special functions, such as presiding
over childbirth, but all my inquiries on this theme led me to the conclusion that the
names do not have such associations. There appears to be, however, a vague tendency,
though not a strict rule, to associate some names more with benefaction, others more
with ill treatment of the people. Ganiga, which is a very respectful name, seemed to
come to mind when they wanted to show that they were well disposed towards the
god and wanted to thank him or ask him sweetly to help them. !Gara and #-Gaishi
#=gai we heard spoken in anger. They are 'scolding' names. One man used Huwe
when he spoke of the greatness and power of the god, saying ' Huwe was the tallest
of the Bushmen, a great man with many names ', and Hishe was the name used when
the creator said, I am Hishe. I am unknown.' Kxo was not often uttered. The name
//Gauwawill be discussed later.
Two IMAGESOF OGAO!NA

fGao!na, the Protagonistof the Old Tales
#Gao.na, we were told, was the oldest name of the great god. Through that name
the !Kung identify the great god with an old #Gao!na, the protagonist of many
ancient tales. Some sense of logical necessity, I believe, compelled the !Kung to
merge the two concepts so that they say, when they are asked, that the #Gao!na of
the tales and the great god are the same being, but this is a forced and superficial
verbal resolution, for the two beings could hardly be more different. The people,
I believe, really imagine them as different, and behave in quite a different manner as
they speak of them. They tell the tales of the old #Gaolna's doings without restraint,
say his name aloud, howl and roll on the ground with laughter at his humiliations,
whereas, when they speak of the great one in the east, they whisper and avoid his
name. Yet they think that somehow in the rightness of things these two beings must
be one, so one they are said to be.
The old #Gao.na was a kind of culture hero. He had supernatural powers. He
could change himself into other forms and could change people into animals, bring
people back to life, &c. He was a great magician, with powers over magic substances
and objects. But, although he gave fire to mankind, he could not be called a great
benefactor of mankind. He wanted fire for himself because he liked cooked food and
gave the fire to man rather as an afterthought. He was not very much concerned with
man or with man's morals. He was not the death-giver, involved in the mysterious
inevitable necessity of death, or a wrathful punisher, like Jehovah. Such vengeance
as he took was not a mighty vengeance but only a getting back at those who tricked
him. And usually his reason for killing someone was his own hunger. In those older
days, according to the tales, people were always eating one another or parts of one
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6. The curing dance; the men cut through the circle of singing, clapping women. The time for
dancing is the night, but occasionally the /Kung dance in the daytime when there is a reason,
such as obliging us when we asked for a daytime dance to photograph or as a preliminary to
a chomaceremony

7. The dance rattles, strings of cocoons, add a swish, swish to the thud of the small, strong,
stamping steps
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8. Occasionally a woman dances with the men for a brief time. All the men who are dancing except two (fourth and sixth fr
one at the farthest left and the one bending forward are beginning to go into trance. Others hold them. In this stage they c
another, laying on their hands, and making their ' medicine ' gestures and sounds
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9. The next stage of trance

Io. Two medicine men in deep trance; the people rest
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II. The scream
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Five medicine men at sunrise after they had danced and cured all night long. The women must still
i2.
clap and sing the protective medicine music. The men in semi-trance care for those in deep trance, or
'half-death', as they call it

a little girl claps and sings while two boys dance
around her

I3. The tradition is continued. Playing 'dance',
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I4. The boys imitate a trance

I5. Gao, the medicine man who sees //Gauva as a grey mist
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another or parts of themselves. In appearance and other characteristics the old
#Gao!na was more man-like than supernatural. He lived on the earth among men.
Like men he was subject to passions, hungers, sins, stupidities, failures, frustrations,
and humiliations, but men imagine his to be on a larger scale and more grotesque than
their own. Like Bushmen of today, his great concerns were hunger and sex. To the
!Kung the two worst sins, the unthinkable, unspeakable sins, are cannibalism and
incest. =Gao!na committed both these sins quite unconcernedly. He ate his older
brother-in-law and his younger brother-in-law and raped his son's wife.
-Gao!na, his Tun/ga (theFat Paouw),andthe Pit'
#Gao!na's wives were sisters. They had a brother who was a paouw. One day #Gao!na
met the paouw, his tunlga.[Tunlgais the kin term for wife's brotherolder than the speaker.]
His tunlgawas very fat. A fat paouw has bags of fat under his wings. Gao!naand his tunlga
spoke together and parted. Gao!nawas surprisedto see so much fat. He said, 'Oh, how
fat my tunlgais.' A few miles on they met again. #Gao!na said, 'Look, do you see that veld
fire over there?' He pointed with his arm away up. The paouw said, 'Do you mean that
fire?' He pointed, but only with a restrictedgesture, keeping his wing to his side. 'No,
Gaolnasaid, 'THAT fire,' and he pointed with his arm far up, his whole armpit showing.
'I see it,' said the paouw, and he stretchedhis wing far up to point. Gao!na was standing
behind him. He seized the fat below the paouw's wing and cut it off and ran home. The
paouw cursed #Gao!na. ' Break your bones and die,' he said. ' Die of a broken back or die
of a broken neck,' he said.
oGaolna took the fat home and rubbed his wooden basins with it. His wives came home
and found the wooden basins covered with fat and they asked him what he had eaten that
was so fat. # Gao/na said that he got the fat from a puff adder.He said he beat it with a stick
until the fat from the front went down the back to the middle, and beat the tail until the fat
from the back went up the back to the middle. = Gao!nanow plannedhow he would get his
tun/ga.He slept that night. The next morning he set snaresunder the tree where the paouw
went to eat gum. ~=Gao!nathen met the paouw again. The paouw was wary and wouldn't
come near. #Gao!na said, ' Why are you so wild with me? ' [Wild is the opposite of tame,
domesticated, or confident.] 'There is a tree there with gum under it but my eyes are not
good enough to see it.' He said,' Let us have a contest; we shall see who can see the gum
first. The one who sees it first must run and snatchit.' So they went to the tree and saw the
gum. The paouw ran fast to get it, and =Gao!na ran too but he did not run so fast. The
paouw snatchedthe gum and the snare caught him, and #Gao!na ran up and clubbed him,
and carriedhim home. :Gao!na's wives were out for veldkos. He put the fat from the other
wing in a small pot and the body of the paouw in a big pot. When the wing fat was ready
he ate it, and ate and ate, but he ate too much and he went out and had diarrhoea.The wives
came home and suspected that perhaps he had killed their brother. The paouw began to
expand in the pot and he swelled and swelled until koah!the pot burst and pieces of meat
came whizzing out so that = Gao!nahad to duck away from them. When all the meat was
out, the paouw came back together again and flew away. Gaolnachased after him but the
wives called to him, 'Come back, you forgot your stick.' #Gaolna came back and got his
stick and ran after the paouw again. The wives called him, 'Come back, you forgot your
ideas, and the details, incorporating them as they
were told us, but we have put the tales into our own
words, attempting to preserve something of the
quality of the telling as it came to our ears.

I I wish to acknowledge with gratitude and pleasure the assistance of our daughter, Elizabeth Marshall Thomas, in gathering the material of the old
tales, as well as other data. The first tale is hers. In
paraphrasing the tales, we adhered to the events, the

Q
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sandals.'#Gaolna came back and got his sandals and ran after the paouw again, but the
paouw was gone by this time. = Gao!nacursed at his wives, 'You stupid lazy women,
why were you so lazy that you lay down and didn't stir the pot ?' The wives were much
annoyed that oGao!na had wanted to eat their brother.
Next day #Gao!na went hunting. While he was away his wives, because they were very
annoyed, turnedthemselvesinto /quitwaveldkos [a veldkos which is like small cucumbers].
When $Gaolna came home he saw the pile of ripe /qui twa and ate them all. Then he came
and sat by the fire. Soon he heard something laughing. He looked around but no one was
there. He heard the laughing again and looked around. 'What is that?' he said, but he
could see nothing. He heardthe laughing again and again. ' Whereis that laughing coming
from?' he said. It was his wives inside him laughing at him and at this they kicked and
kicked until they burst his stomach open and came out and were women again. #Gao!na
was very surprised.How did he eat his wives ? he wondered. /Naru, a dung beetle, then came
to sew up #Gao/na's stomach.It was very sore. #Gao!na squirmedand struggled when /naru
pricked him. Then came a little zwa zwa fly. He took over the sewing and sewed so gently
that it was only like a tickling. Gao!nawas healed and soothed and he slept.
Next day #Gao!na went hunting again. He was annoyed with his wives for tricking him
into eating them and for laughing in his stomach and burstinghim open. Presentlyhe came
upon some fruit. He said,' Oh, if only I had my sister or mother to gather veldkos for me !'
He turnedbackand told his wives where the fruit was and went on the other way. The wives
went to gather the fruit, but #fGao!nawith his medicine had made the heavy fruit able to
fly from the tree and hit the women so that they ran away crying. [The !Kung who were
telling the story made the sounds which the fruits made bombardingthe women, slapping
themselves, crying like the wives, and rolling over with laughter.]
The wives returnedto their werf. They were quite sad becausetheir husbandhad treated
them in this way and they discussed what they would do to get even with him. Next day
they went out for veldkos again. They came to a place which they decidedwas right for their
plan. They dug a big pit. Into it they opened their bowels and the pit was full of faeces. They
then went to their werf and waited for 7 Gao!na.When he returnedthey said, ' If only we
had a brother, he would go and kill the little eland we saw.'
/Gaolna said, 'My wives, I shall go for you.'
They said, 'We know you are lazy, but our brother would go.'
But Gao!nasaid, ' No, my wives, I shall go for you tomorrow.' So they slept. The next
day the wives led him to the place where they said they had seen the little eland, where they
had made the pit. They said, 'There it is, by that tree. You must go quietly.'
0 Gao!nabrought an arrow out to shoot the eland, but the wives said,' You lazy man, do
not shoot it; catch it.' So -/Gao!na got out his spear and the wives said, ' You will let all
the blood run out. We like the blood to eat. That is what we meantwhen we said we wished
we had our brother here to kill the little eland.'
So LGao!naput his spear away. The wives said, 'Right there is where the little eland is;
you must jump on it and catch it. We shall go on either side to help you.' And, when they
were near, they said, 'Jump and fall on it and catch it.'
=Gaolnagot all set and made himself steady. Then he jumpedand fell into the pit and the
wives ran in every direction, laughing and saying how lazy he was. There he was in the pit.
He could not stand up. He slithered around 'like a snake', the people said with graphic
gestures and shrieks of laughter. He got up and fell down again, he got up again and fell
again, swearing at his wives and cursing them. 'These wives are very cruel.' [The people
imitated his voice, higher than a man's voice and mumbling.] When #Gaolna finally got
out of the pit he went to a water-holeand washed himself and walked home in the evening
thinking of what he would do to his wives to punish them.
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Eyes-on-His-Feet
Gao!na'syounger brother-in-law,his tunlgama,was named Eyes-on-His-Feet. He and
=Gao!na went together to gather veldkos. They found I/karu.After a time they came to
a place where they wanted to stay and made a fire to roast the l/karu.While they were sitting
by the fire oGaolna watched his tun!gama'sfeet and saw what looked like eyes. He tossed
dust on them and the eyes blinked. #Gao!na said, 'These are really his eyes. His face is
just smooth. His eyes are on his feet.' # Gao!nathen asked the tunlgamato lean over and press
the //karudown into the ashes so that they would be all covered and would roast evenly.
While the tun!gamawas doing this, #Gaolna threw coals on his feet and burned his eyes.
and# Gao!nawas easilyable to cover him all over with coals and
This weakenedthe tun!gama
roast him. While the tunlgamawas roasting there was a sound, tsi i its ii tsi ii (like meat
sizzling), and the tunlgamaput a magic curse on #Gao!na's mouth. When the tunlgamawas
well roasted,#Gao!na ate all he could of him and put what he could not eat into a bag. He
then tried to eat the #lkaru.He put one up to his mouth but his mouth would not open. He
took another.It fell down to the side. #Gaolna could neitherspeaknor eat. He put the //karu
into the bag with the remainsof the tunlgamaand went back to his people in the werf and
ordered them to make a dance to cure his mouth. He danced and danced with them and
treatedhimself. While he was dancing, his wives took his bag and ate what was left of Eyeson-His-Feet and all the //karubut one. [The story makes no point of the fact that they were
eating their brother, albeit unknowingly, and one feels the omission hovering on the edge
of being said.] Then they filled the bag with earth and put the //karu on top. Suddenly
Gao!na'smouth was cured. He went to get his bag to finish his tun!gama,put in his hand,
took some earth, and tossed it into his mouth. He spat and swore at his wives. ' You silly
women,' he said,' what have you done ?' And he thought what he would do to them. Next
evening he called for another dance. A woman got up to dance but #Gao!na said, 'No,
I want a good singer to dance with me, not you.' At last :Tamsa, the wife who had put the
earthin the bag, got up to dance. She danced around :Gao!na, he danced around her, and
when she came near he beat her fiercely on the stomach with his stick, until her stomach
hung down below her groin. She fell unconscious and all the other wives took her and ran
away and treatedand treatedher, crying, until she was all right. This is why Bushmen have
stomachs that hang down.
tToma and /Qui thought this was an awful story. /Qui said he did not know why
#Gao!na ate his tunlgama.He thought the reason could not have been mere hungerafter all, /Qui pointed out, he had //karu. There must have been some other reason.
'
==Toma said, #Gaolna is evil. Even now he goes about killing people.'
In another version the awfulness of eating a human being is modified by having
Eyes-on-His-Feet come to life again. During the dance, #Gao!na's stomach began to
ache and make sounds and to swell, as with severe constipation. Suddenly it burst
open and Eyes-on-His-Feet sprang out, as the wives had done after their laughter,
whole and alive. In still another version #Gaolna turns -Tamsa into a bird called
chee,a white and yellow bird about as big as a dove. This is one of the birds which
the !Kung eat. They grab it in tree-holes when it is nesting. All my efforts to learn
more about the possible identity of Eyes-on-His-Feet availed nothing. I wondered
if he were not originally some veldkos, for instance, with a formation that suggested
eyes, or an animal turned into a human being, or personified, like the paouw, but
our !Kung informants did not know. The old people had not told them.
When my inquiries suggested to my informants that I expected them, possibly, to
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know something which they did not know, they became defensive. !U said that her
mother was lazy and did not tell her stories. That was why she knew so little. Old
Xama said that her mother died when she was young, so she had remained ignorant.
The story of #Gao/na's raping his son's pretty young wife is long and detailed
and is recounted with humour and great enjoyment by the !Kung. fGao!na tried
to be away with the women alone while they were gathering veldkos. First he changed
himself into a baby wildebeest, pretended that he was dead, and let the women pick
him up. That plan did not work, so he made another. He disguised himself very
cleverly as his own sister and went with the women to gather when they stayed
overnight, and raped his son's wife, Te, in her sleep. In the morning when the women
discovered who he was, he tried to persuade Te that it was not he but her husband,
Kxoma, who had been there in the night, but Te knew it was not and was terribly
upset. The women decided not to tell Kxoma or Khan//a, because they were afraid
the sons would kill their father, so they all kept quiet when they returned and they
lived in peace.
These stories have become very mixed up. In another version, the pit episode is
used again. It is the sons' wives who dig the pit and entice #Gao!na to jump into it
in revenge for #Gao!na's ' spoiling' Te. The substance in the pit is not faeces but
=Gao!na's own semen. The women shape the semen into the form of a young giraffe.
When #Gao!na finally gets out of this pit he cleans himself by rubbing himself on
trees.
#Gao!na andHis StupidGenerosity
#Gao!na sometimes prevails in his endeavours,but he has lapses and often appearsto be
far from clever. In one story he is both stupid and generous-too generous. This is a very
long story in which Kxoma and Khan//a,his sons, kill an eland. Lions come and kill the sons.
With the help of zam zam, the little tortoise, who was a person then and another brother
of his wives, $Gao!na kills the lions by magic and restores his sons to life. The story ends
in their all returningto the werf with the eland meat. They walk along. They meet a man.
They give him gifts of meat. This man quickly hides his meat in a tree, then, dodging along
behind some bushes, he runs ahead and meets -Gao!na and his party again. The sons and
zam zam say, ' We have alreadygiven you some meat', but :Gao!na cannot rememberand
gives meat again. A third and a fourth time the man runs ahead and #Gao!na gives again,
in this way. [Dam and /Qui were speechless with laughter acting this out.] For the fifth
time the man runs aheadand A Gao!nadoes not rememberhim and gives him his last bundle
of meat. = Gao!nawould now have to return to his wives without any meat for them, but
instead he hits his buttocks very hard. He hits them and hits them until he knocks his
insides out. He cuts his insides into pieces, like meat, and takes them to his werf. Othershave
meat but he has none except his own insides. He cooks them for his wives. They say the
meat is too tough to eat and ask, 'Why do the others have nice eland meat and you only
this ? ' He says it is eland meat but that it has become dry. Gao/naand his wives go hungry.
A story about #AGao!na'sgetting fire was told in several versions. In one of them
the name Huwe was used. That was the only time I heard the protagonist of the tales
called by any name but #Gao!na.
fGao!na andthe Fire Sticks
There was a time when no one had fire except one man whose name was /Kai /Kini. He
had fire and the name of this fire was doro.[The word for fire is da.] Dorowas made with fire
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sticks. I/Kai/Kini cooked his food with the fire. Otherpeople ate raw food. One day- Gao!na
was walking in the veld and he came upon the place where /Kai /Kini was living. He was not
there but his children were. They were eating cooked //karu.=Gao!na asked for some and
found it very good. ' Oh, you eat nice cooked food,' said- Gao/na.' How do you cook it? '
The childrensaid,' Our fatherhas a nice thing andhe alwaysgives us cooked food. He does all
the best for us.' Gaolnasaid,' I shall come back tomorrow and eat this kind of food again.'
Next day he went back. As he was walking along he saw /Kai /Kini and his children
digging for food in the ground and he hid himself and watched. When they had gathered
enough, they went back to their werf and /Kai /Kini went and got his fire sticks from the
place where he had hidden them. He twirled and twirled and twirled the male stick against
the female stick, saying, 'Fire will come; fire will come.' When the fire was made and the
food was cooking, /Kai /Kini hid his fire sticks again. #Gao!na was watching all the time.
When the food was dished up, he came out from his hiding-placeand sat down by the fire
and they all ate together.
After a while =/ Gaolnasaid,' Now we must make a game to play ', and he made ajani toy,
mounting it with a guinea-fowl feather, weighting it with a tsi nut. He tossed it into the air
with his stick and, when it floated down, ran and caught it and tossed it up again and again
without its ever falling to the ground. /Kai /Kini wanted to play. #=Gao!nagave him thejani,
but /Kai /Kini could not toss it high and did not get away from his house in following it.
Gaolnasaid the guinea-fowl featherwas no good, they must put a big paouw featheron it.
This they did and thejani flew high. -7Gao!nathen opened the wind and the wind blew from
the eastern side and blew thejani toward the west. /Kai /Kini followed and followed it,
fascinated,tossing it higher each time he caught it. = Gao!nafollowed /Kai /Kini and, when
they came to the place where the fire sticks were hidden, he seized them and ran with them
into the veld. As he ran he broke them into little pieces and then threw them the whole
world over. 'All the world is going to get fire now', he said. ' Fire, fire, go over the world.'
Since then there has been firein every piece of wood and all men can get it out and cook their
food. /Kai /Kini stopped playing and looked at - Gao!na.#: Gaolnatold him, 'It is not right
that you alone should have fire. From now on you will not be a person', and he changed
/Kai /Kini into a bird named #ore.
These events were told by the old old people. They happened long ago.
The PresentImage:/Gao/na, the Creator
In his present image, the image of power, #Gaolna, the creator and controller of
all things, is very different from the old protagonist. Bushman informants insisted
on their belief, nevertheless, that #Gao/na of the tales and #Gao!na, the great god of
the eastern sky, are one and the same. For them, through the name, one being has
merged into the other and a continuity has been maintained.
The !Kung did not bring up the question of how his nature became so changed.
I surmise that it may have been when the name Huwe found its way from the Bergdama to the /Kung, and the name Hishe from the Auen, that certain elements of the
present image came in, changing the earthly old #Gao!na into a lofty sky god. But
I know nothing about the names !Gara, Ganiga, and =Gaishi gai and nothing about
the time or order in which the names may have been created by the /Kung, or
adopted, or with which characteristic one or the other may be associated. I am sure
that current emotional needs and the imaginations of the people who are now living
have continued to be at work upon the image, interpreting it, re-creating it, and
bringing it to its present form.
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The concept of #Gao!na as a powerful creator and a good being is based in the
past. Schapera gives the following accounts: 'Vedder, who studied the Kung at
Tsumeb, . . . speaks of Huwe as a good being to whom the people attribute the
creation and maintenance of all things.'I 'Lebzelter . . . says that all the groups [of
Kung] investigated by him have " the belief in a supreme good being ".'2 The
Western !Kung of the Oschimpoloveld believe he 'lives in a house in the sky to
which the souls of the dead are brought. He is often prayed to, especially for rain
and hunting, as well as in case of illness because he made all things and can do everything and knows everything, and he is given the first offering of the chase. The rain
comes at his command as a mist out of the earth, and then falls down, thereupon
making thunder and lightning.'3
Schapera also notes that Lebzelter reports that Xu of the Heikum is regarded
almost everywhere among them 'as the creator of all things, including mankind,
and he sends the rain. He is prayed to for rain, in sickness, before and after hunting,
and before travel, and by the group at Uukualuthi he is also given the first-offerings
of the chase, as among the Kung of the Oschimpoloveld. Almost everywhere he has
neither wife nor children; it is only among the Eastern Kung that mention is made
of these. He is regarded everywhere as benevolent and good, but appears to have no
connection with the moral life of the people.'4
This god of the !Kung and the Heikum in the past was not the death-giver. The
old I/Gauwa,as I shall presently describe, held that role. But now, in believing that
the great god of the east is all-powerful, the !Kung have logically attributed to him
the control over death, and hold him ultimately responsible for it. But their concept
of #Gao!na, first and foremost, is that of the creator.
It is said that 7=Gao!nacreated himself. One informant, /Tik!ay, claimed that he
came out of the water, but others said they were not told this by the old people.
I could discover no formulated myth of creation which everybody knew or anything
which told how he created himself. People simply said they did not know. !U turned
on me and asked me if I knew. When I said I did not, she snapped, How, then, did
I expect her to know? After creating himself, # Gao/na created the lesser god and
then their two wives. It was stated quite specifically that there were only two wives
and that the gods never took human wives. This is in contrast to the old #Gao!na
of the tales, who gives the impression that he had a bevy of wives.
The great god created the earth and gave it its name, #kxa. In the earth he created
holes for water and he created water. They were not told just how he created these
things, the people said. He has an iron of his own with which he works, a !ka (!ka
is metal). Some metal tool is what he had, a special one. They ' did not see it ', they
said, and do not know just what kind of a tool it is or what substances he may have
worked with, but they know that he is the creator and the commander of metal.
After the earth, / Gao/na made the sky in a dome over the earth, and he made
rain, Iga.He made gentle female rain, Igadi,and violent male rain, Igalgo.The people
do not say freely the word Igalgobecause they fear the violent rains. They use a respect
word, !noi, when they speak to the rain and plead with it to be gentle. #Gaolna made
thunder and lightning.
After the rain, he made the sun. Sun is a ' death thing ' which dries up the veldkos
I

Schapera, op. cit., p. 183.

2

Ibid.

3

Ibid., p. I84.

4

Ibid., pp. 184-5.
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and the water-holes.He made the moon and the stars, all at the same time. Then
he made the wind. He is the creator of all these things and he commands their
movements.
He created the things that grow from the ground and he created animalsand
painted their stripes and markings on them and gave them their names. Then he
createdhuman beings. He createdanimalsas animalsand human beings as human
beings. He commandedthem to breathe.Without breaththey would not live. 'First
was woman and then man. The man askedthe woman to give him fire. She did. The
woman got some veldkos and was eating it. Then the man marriedthe woman.
This was one man's cryptic account of the creation. Something about the creation
of fire seems to have been left out. #Gao!nanamedthe firstwoman Khwova for his
wife and he named the first man #Gao for himself.
From the beginning he createdmen and women to be mortal.He turns the spirits
and commandsthem to live in the sky with him and be his
of the dead into Ilgauwasi
servants.He ordersthem to go down to earth,to mortals,to carrysicknessor death
to them, or he may order them to carrygood fortune.
#Gao!na has a medicine with which he can renew himself at any time. He also
renewsall the beings who live in the sky with him. They get old and he renewsthem.
They do not die. But he has not given human beings that medicine and the /Kung
said,' We cannot make it.' (They pointed out that in this qualitythe medicineis like
water. They cannot createwater. ' We know how to dig and make the holes but we
cannot createthe water,' they said.)
Gao!nagave arrowsand bows and assegaisto humanbeings and he gave diggingsticks. He gave people the knowledge to make all the things which they now make
and taught them to do all they know how to do. 'If he did not want us to know he
would not have taught us.' He commandedhumanbeings to dig for food with their
sticks and to hunt with their weapons. From the beginning they did these things.
Gao!nacreatedall the medicines.(The /Kung word for both materialsubstances
used as medicinesand magic or spiritualmedicineis n/um.)He createdthe medicine
which is in the medicinesongs to cure the people and he createdall the other medicines. He put medicine power in the medicine men (n/umkxau is medicine man,
owner of medicine), and he calls that power gaoxa, the same respect word which
people may use for him when they fear to say his name.
#Gaoina commanded men and women to marry and live together and have
children. He controls the actions of people. If they do good deeds or bad deeds it
has been under his control. He arrangesall things.
Severaltimes in our talks I asked if the great creatorcontrolledthe lives of Bushmen only, or if he controlled all the people on earth. It was not surprisingthat the
/Kung's thinking on this point was vague and contradictory.Some said, 'He is over
all people. He can kill anybody.' (They had said this same thing about Ko.) Others
claimed that #Gao!na and //Gauwaas well were ' only for Bushmen'. White people
and black people, they said, have their own gods.
andDwellingPlace
-Gao!na's Appearance
The /Gikwe Bushmenin the BechuanalandProtectoratevisualize the protagonist
of their old tales, Pisiboro,as being of supernaturalsize. In the torturesof his death
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throes, his thrashing and writhing limbs gouged out the omurambas,' the putrefaction of his body became the rivers, and his black hair became the rain clouds. But
the !Kung, it seems, always thought of their protagonist as man-like in size and
appearance. The old #Gao.na was man-like. #Gaolna, the great god of the east, is
also man-like. He has the power to change himself into the forms of animals or objects
and sometimes does so, but in his own form he is a man. The people say he is 'the
tallest of the Bushmen '. His bearing, as the people at present imagine him, suggests
to me the Tswana or white men, or the tall aggressive Herero. Gao Medicine, Gao
Beard, Old Demi, -Toma, /Qui, and /Ti!kay told us from time to time how they
imagine #Gao!na to be. He has a big head. He has black hair, but it is long, not
twisted and knotted like the Bushman peppercorn, and he has a long beard and hair
on his chest (not at all like Bushmen, whose beards and body hair are sparse). Gao
Medicine thinks that #Gao!na's skin is reddish in colour, !ga, like Europeans, but
others claimed that it is the colour of Bushman skin in its light tones, gau. #Gao.na
wears European clothes and a hat. His pants and shirt are white. 'He is the great
god and has power over all these things, so he possesses them.' He has a horse and
rides everywhere across the earth and sky. You can sometimes hear the sound of his
horse's hooves passing overhead. Especially when it rains he goes about a great deal
and you can see the tracks of his horse. They are like those of the Hereros' horses,
not exceptional in size or form. He has a gun and when he starts out, for instance to
visit his .gumain the west, he shoots it off to let the people know he is passing through,
and shoots again when he returns. The shots can be heard by everybody. The bullet
which he shoots is named Iguri.
#=Gao!nahunts for his own food with his gun or with his bow and arrows, as he
pleases. Some informants think that he hunts animals on earth and that he eats
earthly veldkos, but has his own supplies of these foods. Others were vague about
what kind of food he eats. They know that he and the lesser god and the //gauwasi
are all very fond of earthly honey and take it whenever they find it. The people all
believe that the gods never lack food.
If Gao/nahears his name spoken in the daytime and is displeased, he comes down
on his horse at sunset and beats stiff dry hides with a stick or snaps an eland-hide
reim2 to make a noise like thunder to frighten all the people.
The majority of our informants held the above beliefs about #Gao!na, telling us
these details from time to time as we sat in groups. Some informants, however, held
a different opinion. Several who were working with Robert Dyson in I95 claimed
that =Gao!na never came to earth. Their old people had told them this, they said.
All concurred in the belief that he does not come to the medicine dances.
#Gao!na lives in a house at the place where the sun rises in the eastern sky. Near
the house is a great tree-one tree. The !Kung fear the tree and the house, they say.
The lesser god in the west lives beside two trees, and these two trees have names.
I was repeatedly told that the one tree of the great god in the east had no name.
Perhaps, however, it has and the name is one which is really taboo. The tree is
associated with the spirits of the dead, as I shall mention later. #Gaoina's house has
two stories. It is long, made of stone, with a shining roof of corrugated iron. There
1 Ancient watercourses, now usually dry.
A pliable strip or thong used for twisting into ropes.

2
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are big doors on the ends and small doors on the sides. Our informantsbelieve that
all the //gauwasi
(spiritsof the dead)live on the lower floor, and that#Gao!na and his
wife and childrenlive on the upper floor. Although the house differsso much from
a Bushmanscherm, the !Kung use the same word for it, choo.No mortal has seen
#Gao!na's dwelling place, not even the greatest of medicine men. The old people
were told about it, but how they were told is not known. When#Gao!na appearsto
the great medicinemen he meets them somewhereelse.
The image of the house accordswith beliefs held by North-WesternBushmenas
Schaperareports: 'But among certain of the North-WesternBushmen Huwealso
dwells in a house in the sky where he receives the souls of the dead. This belief is
apparentlynot found at all among the Hottentots, nor has it been recordedof the
other Bushman tribes. It is also held, however, in what appearsto be a far more
elaborateform, by the Bergdama.'I
The image accordsin several respectsalso with that of the EasternKung, whom
Lebzelterdescribes,except that in the belief of the Eastern Kung the spirits of the
dead live on the upper floor and #Gao!na on the lower.2 The stone walls and the
corrugatediron roof are the new elements,addedas the Nyae Nyae !Kung visualize
him in his present power, possessing and commandingall things.
Only exceptionallygreat medicine men see # Gao!na.If I understood correctly,
this is not becausehe is generallyinvisible but becausehe comes near only to them.
#Gaolna is ' wild ', as an animalis ' wild ', meaning ' keeping his distance'. He has
so much power in him that he is dangerous.If he came into a werf his power might
destroyit. Some of the medicinemen said that= Gao!nawould not come nearerthan
about a hundred yards, pointing to a tree to illustratethe distance. /Ti!kay, who
claimedthat he himself had never seen -Gaolna, said that even a big medicineman
is apt to be frightenedwhen he sees #Gao!na for the firsttime and might say, ' What
does this man want? He is bad. I don't like him.' /Ti!kay continued,sayingthat even
a verybig medicineman, long in medicine,having seen -Gao!namany times, would
still be frightened,but when sicknesscameandhe was curingandwas full of power,he
would keep a ' tight heart' and take a stick and would rush at #Gao!na and hit him
and yell, 'You sent a bad sickness.You must takeit back.'And the sick personwould
get better. This is how all the medicine men habituallytreatthe lesser god and the
spiritsof the dead,whom they meet regularlyat the medicinedances,but, as =#Gao!na
does not come to the medicinedances,the great medicinemanwould encounterhim
only under specialcircumstancesand would indeed need all his courage.
Schapera, op. cit., p. 397.
'This "supreme being" [Huwe or Xu] is regarded as anthropomorphic, he looks like a Bushman and he also speaks Kung. He lives in the sky in
a house with two storeys, the lower of which is
occupied by himself, his wife, whose name is unknown, and many children, while the upper is occupied, as already mentioned, by the souls of the dead
(xa). In appearance this house is similar to the
ordinary Bushman hut, although not quite the same,
and its exterior is " hairy like a caterpillar." Honey,
locusts, fat flies, and butterflies are found here in
superabundance, and the "great captain" feeds
upon these; the souls of the dead, however, merely
2

sit around and eat nothing. Xu summons the magicians to their profession, and gives them supernatural
powers; he is the lord over rain and lightning, as well
as over the spirits, //gauab,and through the chief of
the latter he sends good fortune in hunting or in
the collection of veldkos. If anybody thinks or
speaks evil of him, he punishes the evildoer with
lightning; otherwise he takes no interest in the
doings of his " Bushman children ", except when
somebody swears falsely by him, for the Kung have
a regular oath in which they invoke him. He is prayed
to by them in fixed form for rain, in case of severe illness, before going out hunting or before undertaking
a dangerous journey' (ibid., p. 184).
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It was characteristic of the !Kung that none of the medicine men whom we knew
claimed to have seen #Gaolna. They were not great enough, they said. The !Kung
do not wish to risk drawing upon themselves the invidious attention of mortals or
the whimsical displeasure of the gods by setting themselves up noticeably before
others. Some said that they had been told by their parents of only one great medicine
man among their neighbouring bands who had seen #Gao!na. His name was Gao.
He died long ago.
Although = Gao/nacomes only to the great medicine men 'in the flesh', so to speak,
he appears to anyone in dreams and 'helps all his people '. A hunter said that
#Gaolna stands beside one in one's dream and says, 'You have been walking and
walking and you got nothing. Today I shall give you meat.' The hunter gets up and
goes out on to the veld. He sees an animal and shoots it. =Gao.na may say, on the
other hand, 'These days you will not find an animal even if you hunt'; and it will
be the truth. He may tell you in a dream where to find honey in a tree or where to
find an ant hill. He gives power to the medicine men in dreams and also medicine
songs. A medicine woman described vividly how he had taught her a medicine song
which she then gave to her people. He stood beside her instructing her to sing the
song over and over until she had learned it.
//GAUWA, THE LESSERGOD

Among the Nyae Nyae /Kung the word //Gauwa has three interpretations. First,
a //gauwais the spirit of a dead person; the spirits of the dead in the plural are //gauwasi.
Second, the Nyae Nyae /Kung, as we have said, call the children born to the gods
'little //gauwasi'. Third, they apply the name //Gauwato both the great and the lesser
god. It is one of the seven names they have in common. In the current beliefs of the
Nyae Nyae /Kung there is not a being called //Gauwawho is a separate entity apart
from the great and the lesser god.
Among other Bushmen and the Hottentots, /Gauwawas a being distinct from the
other being who is variously named Hishe, Huwe, Xu, &c. As I interpret the
present belief of the !Kung, the lesser god is that old, traditional //Gauwa. He has
been transmuted, however, from the old image to a new one, as the old protagonist,
#Gao/na, was transmuted into the great god. //Gauuja'sname has been attributed to
the great god as the great god's names have been attributed to him. The two beings
remain separate entities in the Igulna-.gumarelationship.
I base the interpretation that the lesser god is the traditional /Gauwaon the facts
that many of his attributes are the same as or similar to those of the traditional being
and that I did not hear people use any other name for him but //Gauwaand did not
once hear the name //Gauwaused for the great god when people spoke spontaneously
of him, although they insisted that it was one of the seven names which the gods
have in common.
Excerpts from Schapera indicate that //Gauwawas generally the destroyer. Vedder
reports that the /Kung at Tsumeb expect only evil from him and think of him as
opposed to Huwe. But Lebzelter's Eastern Kung believed that he was good as well
as evil, that he helped hunters, and some thought he was the creator. 'He is everywhere and moves between heaven and earth on cords.'" By the Heikum also he was
I

Schapera, op. cit., p. i88.
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thought to be the creator.' The souls of the dead come to live with him, and he eats
their hearts."Hottentots consideredhim to be wholly the destroyer,the black chief,
opposed to TsuiIlGoab,the creatorand rain-giver.'. .. it is furthersaid,by the Naman,
that " Tsui //Goablives in a beautifulheaven, and ilGaunablives in a dark heaven
quite separatedfrom the heaven of TsuiilGoab", while the Koranatold Wurasthat
Tsui//Goablived in the Red Sky and ilGaunabin the Black Sky.'2
IGauwain past concepts was more independentthan now but otherwise he preserves the same mingling of characteristics.He does both good and evil deeds, from
man's point of view, with emphasisupon death-givingand evil-doing. He has now
become subservientto the great god, #Gao!na, a servantwho carriesout ordersand
does his master'swork. He shouldalwaysobey # Gao/na,but he preservesconsiderable
independence,nevertheless,and instigates his own affairs.
One of his works is to go about to see what is going on. ' He tells the old man in
the east whatever he sees and hears. " These people are staying well, those are not
so well ",' Gao Medicinesaid, and continued,' He may say to the old man, " Let us
help these people get some food." Or he may tell him that lightning is killing some
people and ask, " What shall I do? " '
Gao Scarftold us, in effect,that one time //Gauwawent to #Gao!na and asked him
for medicine. #Gao!na was annoyed. He said, 'The medicine must stay with me.
I am bigger than you.' //Gauwawent away and did not ask any more until some time
had passed. Then he went and asked again.O/Gao!nasaid, ' You bad, stupid fellow 1
You think you are clever but you are not. I am bigger than you. I have everything.
You must come and ask me every time, but this time take the medicineand go and
work with your Bushmen.'That is how IGauwa,as well as #Gaolna, gives medicine
to the medicine men.
//Gauwais a 'small man', he has small sense, and he makes many mistakes. If
someone is sick, when the medicinemen at the curing dances see him lurking, they
rush at him, give him a blow, and shout that he has brought the wrong medicine.
'Idiotl You have done wrong. You make me ashamed. Go away.' And //Gauwa
then runs away. Sometimes after his chastisementhe comes back with the proper
medicine to cure and the sick person recovers.
The !Kung associate//Gauwawith whirlwindsas the other Bushmanand Hottentot
groups did. The /Kung call a whirlwind flgauwaOa, which means //Gauwasmell.
#A is not an ordinaryodour, which one can actuallysmell, and a whirlwindis not
an ordinarywind, which is maa. The !Kung believe that a whirlwind is 'a death
thing', 'a fight'. //Gauwawalks in the whirlwind and his smell is in it, and death is
in it. If the wind passes over a person, the #a goes into him, and he will get sick and
die. The spirits of the dead, the //gauwasi,also come in the whirlwinds. One cannot
in the whirlwinds.There are no precautionsone
see or hear /Gauwaor the //gauwasi
can take to protect oneself against them except to try to get away. Little ' dust
devils' played around us very frequentlyin the Kalahari,and often awesome black
funnels of ashes formed in the veld fires and reachedfrom the earth to the heavens.
Sometimeswhite clouds condensedon their tops and we believe that we saw 'pillars
of cloud by day' like those the childrenof Israel saw.
I

Ibid., pp.

I88-9.

2

Ibid., p. 389.
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//GAUWA'sDwelling and Appearance
//Gauwa lives in the western sky at the place where the sun sets. (Cf. IGaunab of
the Hottentots living in a black sky and Tsui //Goabin a red sky, p. 239.) /Ti!kay said
more than once that the lesser god lived in the east. That was what he remembered
being told by the old people, he claimed. The other informants agreed, however, in
many different interviews, that it was the other way, that the lesser god lived in the
west, so I take that to be their current belief.
Some believe that //Gauwafirst lived in a hole, Iga. He made the hole, one informant
told us, by pushing the earth out with his head. The hole was like a spring-hare hole,
but very big. There were two entrances; one faced toward the sunrise, one faced
toward the sunset. //Gauwalater made a house (choo).The house is tied together with
wire and has poles made of iron. The house stands in a flat open space. It is built up
off the ground, upon the iron poles which are stuck into the ground and rise up
into the air. Informants said that' when a person is sick with sore throat, the sickness
has been caused by those irons which stick into the air. If //Gauwa does not like a
person he can hurt him with those irons. The " old man " (#Gao!na) tells him the
way he must hurt a person.' When the medicine men are in trance they go to that
house. This is how they know what it is like. They go up by a cord which hangs
down from the sky. (Cf. Lebzelter's account of the Eastern Kung who believe that
//Gauabmoves between heaven and earth on cords.)'
There are two trees near //Gauwa's house. They have names. Nothing else on the
earth or in the sky bears those names, one informant told us. The name of the tree
which is towards the north with respect to the other is /Gaie; the one towards the
south is named !Dua. The names mean nothing; they are 'just names'. /Gaie and
!Dua have smooth bark and large white flowers, no thorns, no nuts. I thought they
might be like baobabs which have these characteristics, but they are not. They are
more nearly like the camelthorn (which incidentally has two names, /gi ' a respect
name ' and lana ' a rough name ') but are not exactly like any tree on earth.
The medicine men see //Gauwa. Only a very big medicine man, full of the power
had put into him, might see #Gao!na himself, as we learned, but any
which #%Gaolna
of the medicine men can see //Gauwa./Ti!kay thought that because IGauwa was so
often sent by Gao.na as his messenger the medicine men all become familiar with
him. Anyone may see //Gauwain dreams.
The image of //Gauwa varies. The present image accords with tradition in some
aspects. Whereas Gao/na is 'the tallest of the Bushmen', //Gauwais short. He has
the form of a man, and the colour yellow is associated with him (similar characteristics to those of Lebzelter's little yellow mannikins with thick bellies, the dsao).z
But individuals have their own interpretations. I am convinced that some of the
medicine men, Gao Medicine for one, really believe that they do see //Gauwa. They
see in the shadows among the trees and bushes objects which they interpret to be
//Gauwa, or they see the light of the veld fires between the branches, or some such
phenomenon, or they have visions or hallucinations, perhaps while in trance. Some
perhaps just imagine a form.
Demi, a medicine man in Band z2,saw I/Gauwathe night of the great dance at
Schapera, op. cit., p. i88.

2

Ibid.
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Gam when four bands danced together. Demi was the smallest Bushmanwe had
seen in the region. He was bedeckedwith many beads and walked with a prancelike
in the darkness,he told us. He had confronted
a bantamcock. He had seen //Gauwa
him and driven him off with imprecationsand sticks. I asked him to tell me what
//Gauwalooked like. I/Gauwais as big as a mouse and has legs like a mouse, he
promptlytold me, showing me a pipe aboutfour incheslong to demonstrate//Gauwa's
size. (Demi did not say //Gauwawas a mouse; he said' as big as '.) //Gauwais covered
all over with short yellow hairs.This bright, prancinglittle man had seen a little god.
None of the other medicinemen saw //Gauwaas small as that.
Gao Scarf sees //Gauwaregularly.He is like a man in form, but not such as we.
He is about two and a half feet tall. (Gao demonstratedwith a stick.) He has yellow
hair over his whole body. He does not speak as we speak. He says, ' hu hu
h', like
are
the medicine men when they
performinga ceremony,but softly. Only medicine
men hear him and understandhim.
Another Gao said that //Gauwais about a foot tall and the colour of a wart hog.
He has the form of a man.
When Gao Medicine is in trance,he often sees //Gauwa.He is a being about the
height of a guinea-fowl, grey in colour like the bark of the ubiquitous camelthorn
tree. But to Gao, //Gauwais not clearlyvisible; he is like a mist.
/Ti!kay claimed to me that he was 'young in medicine' and had never seen
as he had claimed that he had never seen #Gao!na. This was an engaging
1/Gauwa,
torsion of the truth.I myself had manytimes seen /Ti!kay appearto confront//Gauwa
during his curing. /Ti!kay was to me the most spectacularof all the medicine men
in performingthe ceremony.He did not fear to screaminto the shadows, ' Nonabe!
You have brought a bad medicine. It is going to kill someone. Take it back.' The
people, I am sure, did not believe that he was 'young in medicine' and that he did
not see //Gauwawhen the other medicinemen did. /Ti/kay, as I think is apparenteven
in these brief accountsof him, was something of a deviant.I believe that he contradicted other informants because his nature habituallydrove him to oppose others
and that, at the sametime, he deliberatelyand rationallytried to deceive me and lead
me astray, first for one reason, then another. He was jealous of our harmonious
relationswith #Toma and Gao Medicine.We were pleasedand gratefulto them when
they would work with us and he refused, and this made him spiteful. Also, due to
some influencewhich we do not know about, he may actuallybelieve some of the
things he told us, such as that I/Gauwalives in the east instead of the west. We were
never certainabout him.
THE /GAUWASI

The Nyae Nyae !Kung believe strongly and vividly in the existence of spirits of
the dead, the //gauwasi,who live immortallives in the sky with # Gao/na,doing his
come to earthand enter into the affairsof men when #Gao!na
bidding. The //gauwasi
so commands them. The !Kung fear them, pray to them to invoke their mercy or
sympathy,exhort them in anger. The concept of having special relationswith their
own ancestorsor of worshippingancestorsis lacking.
The people claim that they fear to speak of the //gauwasi
lest they call attention to
themselvesor offendthe spirits.They say it is a' deaththing to speakof them much ',
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and they have a respectfulterm, lairisi,to use if they wish to show deferenceand be
quite often andmuch
ingratiating.Actuallythe !Kung seemedto speakof the //gauwasi
less reluctantlythan they spoke of the gods. I did not happen to hear them use
/airisiexcept when they were telling me the term.
The //gauwasimove about in the sky or on earth. All over the sky fine cords are
stretched,like the strandsof a spider'sweb, invisible to us but strong. The /gauwasi
move on these cords and can go anywhere. They descend to earth on one which
hangs down from the sky, the one by which the medicinemen climb up when they
go to see I/Gauwain the western sky.
The idea that the stars are the eyes of the dead, which some Bushmenbelieve, is
not held by the Nyae Nyae /Kung. Some informantshad heard that other people
believed this. Lazy /Qui said he did not know; certainlyenough people had died to
accountfor therebeing so manystars.Otherssaid starsare just starstherein the sky.
Although they have names for several of them and stories about some, they do not
know what substancesstars are made of or what their natureis.
The !Kung associatefalling stars with death. They do not believe that they are
spirits of the dead but that they fall to earth and become insects which are colin the order of Neuroptera).These insects
loquiallycalled 'ant lions ' (Myrmeleonidae,
are common in the region. In the larvalstate they live in holes in the ground where
one can see them spurtingout grainsof earthor sand. They devour ants. The /Kung
believe that the bite of a fallen starmay cause you to die the next day but that, if the
star likes you and wishes to spareyou, its bite will do you no harm. The old people
have said so. #Gaolna has no particularassociationwith ant lions other than being
the creatorand controllerof all things.
The spirits of dead persons are transmutedinto //gauwasiby #Gao!na in the east.
come soon to take his spirit. The childrenof the gods
When a person dies, //gauwasi
are sometimesthe ones who come, we were told, but any of the //gauwasi
may do so,
either ancestorsof the dead person or non-relatedspirits.
The /gauwasi
pull the spiritout throughthe headof the corpse.The headis, likewise,
the egress of the spiritsof the medicinemen. When the medicinemen are in trance,
which the /Kung call half-death,their spirits go out temporarilyfrom their bodies
through their heads to encounterand combat //Gauwaand the //gauwasi,who lurk in
the shadows aroundthe dancefire,and it is through the headsthat the spiritsreturn.
take from the corpse is distinctfrom life. The !Kung
The spiritwhich the //gauwasi
believe thatlife, #toa, is inside the body of a person or animal,thatit is put thereand
held there by the creator.It exists in all the vital organsin the abdomen,in blood, in
the heart,lungs, throat, and mouth, and is everywherein the head. It does not exist
in the arms and legs, the !Kung believe, becausethey know that human beings and
animalscan be wounded in a limb or even lose one and not die, whereasa wound in
the vital parts is likely to kill. Life dies in the body and stays there-dead, as the
body itself is therebut dead.It is the spiritwhich does not die. The only word I know
for spirit is //gauwa.The spirit is like air. It cannot be seen and cannot be kept by
take it and they take the heartand blood of the person as well.
mortals.The //gauwasi
These the //gauwasi
carryfirst into the western sky, to the place where //Gauwalives,
but they do not leave them with him. They carrythem further,aroundby the south
to the east, to the place where #Gaolna, the great creator,lives.
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The great creator receives the spirit, heart, and blood of the dead person and
turns these elements into a l/gauwa.To do this he makes a fire under the tree which
grows in his werf, the tree for which we know no name. He puts a pot on the fire,
and in this he boils medicines. Only he has these particularmedicines. Men do not
know theirnames.#Gao!na then hangs the spirit,heart,and blood of the deadperson
in the tree. The tree itself is medicine.That is why the people fearit and why =7Gao!na
hangs the spiritsin it. The medicinesmoke rises and blows aroundthe dead person's
spirit, heart, and blood, and they are transmuted into a /gauwa. , Gaolnathen smears
the //gauwawith fat. This fat is not from an animal;it belongs only to #Gao!na and
is called !thoo.#Gao!na then takes the //gauwato live with him in his house.

The /gauwasihave bodies which resemblethose they had on earthexcept for their
hair. We were told that their hairis changedfrom the Bushman'sspiralsto #Gao!na's
hair, which is long, like a European's,but as black as a Bushman's.Only medicine
men who have full medicine see the //gauwasi.
The //gauwasieat food. As I understand it, they, like /=Gao!na and //Gauwa, eat the

same foods that mortals eat, meat and veldkos, but they have their own supplies.
They also are very fond of honey. They are said on occasionalso to steal the veldkos
of human beings from the places where they grow, and they sometimes change
themselvesinto birds-not vultures,but smallerbirdscalled !gwara-and in this form
come into the werf and eat the people's meat right where it hangs in the branches
beside the scherms.The /Igauwasi
have their own implements,weapons, karosses,&c.
They want nothing from men and there is no point in offeringthem things.
-Gao!na gives the I/gauwasieverlastinglife. They grow older but, before they are
very old, he rejuvenatesthem. He has a medicinefor this which he does not give to
men. Childrenwho die remainchildren.
I/Gauwasikeep their own spouses if they wish, and they live together but do not
beget children.No great point was made of this. It was interestingto learn that, if
a //gauwatires of his wife and wants another,he may kill a living woman who attracts
him, so, if a beautiful woman dies, one who is fresh and clean and wears fine ornaments,
one could suspect that some //gauwahas taken her for himself. And a strong young

huntermight be killed by a female //gauwa
who wantedhim. In spite of the power and
take things into their own hands sometimes.
dominanceof the gods, the //gauwasi
No distinctionis made between a good and a bad person when he dies. All go to
the great god in the east and all become //gauwasiwithout differentiationin status or
function. With the exceptionof suicide,no distinctionis madeeitherbetween a good
and a bad death, such as is reportedby Fourie of the Auen, accordingto Schapera:
'People who die a " good death" are said to go to !khutse,those dying a "bad
death " to Gaua.The former have a good time and live in plenty; the latter, on the
other hand, often sufferhungerand distress.'IAmong the Nyae Nyae !Kung suicides
in the west. Burialalso has no effectupon the status in
are said to stay with //Gauwa
the after-life-whether a person is buried properlybound in a deep round grave, or
scratchedinto a shallow trench, or not buriedat all and eaten by beasts.
The beliefs which we associatewith ghosts-the hauntingof gravesor certainother
places, appearingas spectresto persons, &c.-are not highly developed among the
!Kung but are not entirely lacking. Three stories of //gauwasihaunting graves came
I Schapera, op. cit., p. i68.
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to our ears. One story was that at a place between Gam and Gautscha, where a person
died, something goes ' wu wxuuwu ', making a sound like wind in an empty ostrich
eggshell or a bee buzzing in a bottle. The thing once chased #Nisa and her daughter.
They were terribly frightened, and people warned each other not to go near that
place again ' because a person could get such a fright he could die of it '. One cannot
see the thing. One can only hear it. On being questioned, people said they thought the
thing was a //gauwa.
//Gauwasiare mischievous as well as conveyors of grave evils and they trick and
fool people on their own initiative, often appearing to people in dreams to do so.
One might dream, for instance, that the //gauwasitold him he would shoot a fat buck
if he hunted in a certain direction. If he then hunted there and failed to kill anything,
he would know that they had tricked him. #Toma felt, when he was sick, that he was
lying on thorns and that the //gaiuasi were pressing down on him.
The function of the //gauwasiis, first and foremost, to be the servants (#Igasi) of
the gods and to carry out their orders. They obey CGaolnaprimarily, but are servants
of //Gauwa as well. They are the messengers, whether good or bad fortune is being
sent to the people.
When the gods order them to kill a person, the //gauwasihave innumerable ways of
doing so. They can allow a buffalo to gore the person, a lion to maul him, or a snake
to bite him. They were responsible for a man's falling to his death from a baobab
tree-an appalling death to the !Kung, who are as careful and sure as cats. Lightning
-' rain fire '-is 'a death thing ' and is used by the //gauwasito kill people when the
gods so command. //Gauwasihave the traditional miniature magic bows and arrows,
with which they shoot people. One feels the pain of the little arrow piercing, when
one is shot, but one cannot see the arrow; eventually one dies of it. Sickness, however, is the greatest tool of the death-bringers and they kill mostly by it. They can
bring their sicknesses, death, and other misfortune to men at any time, but they are
sure to come to the ceremonial curing dances and are always there in the shadows
watching for their chance to inflict the ill on the person or persons whom they are
sent to destroy.
Although the //gauwasiare associated in the people's minds primarily with sickness
and death and the people fear them with a pervading fear, the !Kung do not appear
to suffer in an agony of terror. I think that their fear is mitigated by the belief that
the //gauwasiare minor characters and can be driven away and that in their own natures
they are not wholly evil. Like the mortals they once were, they are capable of being
good, bad, or indifferent to man. People can plead with them for their favour and
sometimes they feel pity and are helpful.
MAN'S RELATIONSWITH THE GODS

'
#Gaolna said, when he praised himself, I take my own way and no one can command me. I am a stranger, unknowable. I am chi dole.'The /Kung these days evidently
imagine him to be as much the self unbridled as the old protagonist of the tales.
However, unlike the old = Gaolna,he is not indifferent to mankind, and, even though
he lives in the sky, he is not remote. On the contrary, he is deeply involved with
humanity, constantly aware of what people do, constantly reacting with pleasure or
displeasure, and he favours, punishes, or ill-treats man accordingly.
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Good and evil are thus explainedby a dualitywhich has its principalsourcein the
omnipotent#Gaolna's own self-orientednature.The scope of this dualityis enlarged
who sometimesdo
by the similardualityin the naturesof /Gauwaand the //gauwasi,
are
the
work commanded
doing
good deeds to man and sometimesbad, when they
by their master,and, also, when they instigateactions on their own initiative,as they
sometimesdo, especiallyI gatherwhen #Gao!na is not around,for he is omnipotent
but not omniscient or omnipresent.
Evil is sometimes accounted for by the gods working at cross purposes among
themselves. For instance, I/Gauwamight lead a man to find honey which #Gao!na
had intendedfor someone else whom he wished to favour. #Gao!na would be angry
and take revenge upon the man who found the honey. But, on the other hand, the
gods may talk things over and agree together and man may benefit. The //gauwasi
might want to take a person in death. One god would say, 'Go ahead', but the other
says, ' No, let us not take him.' The first then agrees and the person is left. That is
how people may be very ill and still be cured.
Punishment
The concept of sin as an offenceagainstthe gods is vague among the !Kung. Man's
wrong-doing againstman is not left to #Gao!na'spunishmentnor is it consideredto
be his concern. Man corrects or avenges such wrong-doings himself in his social
context. #Gaolna punishes people for his own reasons, which are sometimes quite
obscure.It was interestingto see in the examplesgiven how often food was involved.
Burningbees, I learned,displeases#Gao!naintensely.He likes the bees, his wife is
the ' mother of the bees', and he is very fond of honey himself. On one occasion,
two men found honey in a tree. They tried to chop it out but the bees stung them so
badlythat they built a fire to drive them away and manybees were burned. #Gao!na
did not like this. He sent a sicknessupon the men and both died. When a person has
burned bees, his body becomes hot as though burned by fire and he dies.
#Gao!na might change himself into a gemsbok and be walking in the veld. A
hunter might come along and kill that gemsbok, thinking how lucky he was to get
it. He would take the meathome and eat it and the next dayhe would be dead. Others
who had no part in the killing would not die. :Toma who was telling this went on
to say that #Gao!namight regret having done such a thing-killing a man who was
just hunting to feed his childreninstead of helping him-and, to make amends, he
might particularlyfavour that man's son.
If #Gao!na really sets out to kill someone in punishment, -Toma told us, one
method he uses is to convert himself into honey and place himself in a tree like an
ordinaryhoneycomb. Then he directs the person he wants to kill to that tree. The
person takes the honey home, eats it, and then dies.
#ATomaadded that #Gao!na might punish a person just a little by giving him
a mild sickness, which would be comparableto giving him a thrashing. A good
person who had done no wrong at all might also be punished by a mild sickness.
#Gao!na's motive, #Toma explained, might be to 'test' him or to 'break' him.
(Ledimo and I worked carefullyover this translation.We think we have the correct
idea.)Why? we asked,but -Toma could not say.Not man'sdue, but whim andpride
R
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in demonstrating his supremacy and power would be a reason in keeping with the
nature of one who said, 'I am chi dole.'
#Gao!na is fortunately not a god of mighty wrath and vengeance. 'He does not
get too angry,' -Toma remarked.' That is why there are still people living on earth.'
He and others who were present at our talk went on to point out again #Gao/na's
benefactions, such as giving children, giving rain, and giving poison. One of his
benefactions was poison, they said. He taught Bushmen how to put it on their arrows
so that they could kill animals and eat, as the god of the black people gave cattle
and the knowledge of growing crops so that his people could live.
Prayer
There are no priests among the !Kung and it is not the function of medicine men
to pray for the people or to lead them in prayer. Individuals frequently pray, however, spontaneously and alone. Anybody, everybody, may pray directly to #Gaolna,
to /IGauwaor to the /gauwasi,at any time or place, without assuming special posture or
observing any other formalities.
The people say the words of their prayers silently to themselves, or they say them
aloud, as though thinking aloud, but speaking directly to the gods. They may also
speak to each other to be overheard by the gods. When men go to look for honey,
they may pray to Khwovalna,the mother of the bees, to give them luck. Demi said,
'We talk to ourselves and she feels pity and leads us to the honey.'
The prayers seem very often to be in the form of questions which imply accusation'Why do you do thus and so ? '-but the people mean to plead mildly, without displaying anger. The blasphemy of the medicine men, usual when they are in trance,
does not appear in the prayers. The people often use the respect terms but they also
sometimes speak the names. There is no rule about which names shall be used. It is
to be noted that they also say 'father' and refer to themselves as his children. They
use the second or third person, one as readily as the other.
' Nau, excuse this man and make him well.'
' Sympathizewith me, !Nau, because you are our Gaoxa.Feel pity for me.'
'OGaolna, why have you made me grieve so? You gave me this person, why will you
take him back? Favour me. Let this person live. If he dies, where shall I go ? '
' Garahas taken that person while we were still loving him. Why has he taken him ?'
'You have createdme and given me power to walk about and hunt. Why do you guide
us so that we do not get animals ?'
'#Gaoina, when the women are walking in the veld looking for veldkos, let them find
a dead animal. Shoot it for them with your bullet. Favour us.'
' Give rain. Wet the earth.Let there be veldkos. We are starving becausewe have to
stay
by the water-holewhere there is no more veldkos. He has favoured some people with rain.
Will he not favour us ?'
' Please, our father, great man, will you send us rain?'
' Father (mba),why is it you help other people and do not help me to find food? We are
all your sons. Help me too. I am the same as your other sons.'
' Gani
ga, give us coolness.'
' Give us your water (rain).Give us a chance to rest. Give us food. We have nothing else
if you do not give us food. Let food grow.'
'Why does -Gao!na send lightning? Why does he destroy our houses with mad rain?
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If someone were struck and killed by lightning, Gao Medicine said he would say,
'Hishe, why have you taken this person? Why do you strike us with storm? You cannot
always be good; you keep changing. You createdall things and are present in every movement. Why must you do ill ?'
About another storm, Gao Medicine said,
'It is !Nau who makes these things. He is scolding us because we are his children. It is
because of our bad ways we are so punished. We must not complain. This is a good time,
the time of rain. We must not complain.'
When the people are pleased they thank #:Gaolna and say, ' This is how you must
serve your children.'
The !Kung pray directly to //Gauwaas well as to #-Gao!na. One old man named
Tuka/na made a prayer into a song and taught it to his people. The men sometimes
sing it when they are walking along in the veld on hunting trips. It says in effect:
'i/Gauwamust help us that we kill an animal.
IlGauwa,help us. We are dying of hunger.
//Gauwadoes not give us help.
He is cheating. He is bluffing.
I/Gauwawill bring something for us to kill next day
After he himself hunts and has eaten meat,
When he is full and is feeling well.'
The song then changes to the past tense and tells how //Gauwafavoured them in the
past and gave them luck in the hunt and they ate and afterwards the man said to the
women:
'You must sing well.
We are happy now.
Our hearts are shining.
I shall put on my rattles,
And put on my headband,
And put a feather in my hair
To explain to //Gauwahow happy we are that he has helped us and that we have eaten.
My heart is awake.
When we do not have meat
My heart is sad from hunger
Like an old man, sick and slow.
When we have meat my heart is lively.
The concerns and anxieties of these people are manifest in their prayers. The
pervasive, unremitting anxiety about food becomes vividly apparent. The concept
that -Gao!na has great power and that he is not evil incarnate, but has a dual nature
which can feel pity as well as displeasure, makes beneficence a possibility. The !Kung
believe that, influenced by the medicine men's scolding or by supplication, he may
change his evil intent, and this gives them hope.
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THE CEREMONIAL CURING DANCE

The ceremonial curing dance is the one religious act which has form and in which
the people are united. The purpose of the dance is to cure sickness and to drive away
evil. If there is actual sickness among the people or if real misfortune has come upon
them, the dance will be held especially to cure these ills. But the people dance often
when no one is actually known to be sick, and when no particular misfortune has
come, to drive away evil which might be there but which one cannot see, and to feel
protected by goodness.
The protecting goodness is the ' medicine ', the magic power called gaoxa, which
the !Kung believe the great god puts into the bodies of the medicine men and into
the medicine songs. The !Kung believe that the great god endowed the power with
its own autonomous potency, but nevertheless account for its failing to cure sometimes by saying that the all-powerful god allows it to work or not, according to his
pleasure or displeasure. Gaoxa is the power evoked and activated during the curing
dance.
I believe the ceremonial curing dance to be a religious act, but, although very
serious, especially in its final curing aspect, it is not piously solemn or constrained
and it provides occasion for pleasure and aesthetic satisfaction. The music can be
sung at any time, for lullabies or just for singing. Music and dancing are the arts of
the !Kung. The good young dancers, especially, feel the delight which is inherent in
fine integration of movement and rhythm (one can see this clearly), and the people
watch and admire good dancing and take pleasure in it, and in the music.
Furthermore, the dances are a socially unifying factor. All the people of the werf
come together and participate, men and women, old and young. The men often
dance with their babies on their shoulders in the early part of the dance, and the
children dance and play among them, until they fall fast asleep in their mothers' laps.
Anyone who wants a dance may start it by going around to people and asking them
to come and begin. Someone who was sick would ask for a dance, but young people
who love to dance often start just for fun. Sometimes their dances do not turn into
curing dances, but usually, once the music begins, the adults join in and the dance
becomes a real one. The dances last all night oftener than not. There is a special
potency in those which are danced at dawn. The !Kung dance, at irregular intervals,
on an average of once in ten days, more or less. Almost invariably they dance at least
once during the full moon.
Among the !Kung the women and girls always sit close together in a circle around
a dance fire which may be built wherever there is convenient clear space. Their function is to clap and sing. The men dance in a line, one close behind the another, around
the circle of women, in either direction, and cut through the circle past the fire. They
sing as they dance. Occasionally a woman gets up and dances with them, though it is
not her role, as though she could no longer resist the impulse. When a woman
joins the line of dancers, the man behind her holds out his arms towards her but
does not touch her. She dances with dignity, making tiny stamping steps, hardly
moving, eyes cast down. If there is a delicate overtone of eroticism expressed in the
dancing of the women, it is most subtle and constrained-in extreme contrast to the
overt expression of many of the Bantu dances.
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The dancingof the men in the curing ceremonialdanceshas its own special style.
In other dances, that of the Choma,the Men's Dance, the Eland Dance of the First
MenstruationCeremony,and in the numerous singing-dancingor rhythmicgames
which the !Kung play for fun, one sees enchanting pantomime and imitation of
animals. In the ceremonial dances we sometimes thought we saw what might be
a vestige of the imitation of animals'horns in the way the arms were held, but in
comparison with the visual expressiveness of the games, the purpose is not to
express by gesture but to produce sound, to be part of the music.
The men wear rattlesmade of strings of dried cocoons with little seeds or stones
inside, which makea swishingsound.These arethe only instrumentsusedin the dance.
(The !Kung, incidentally,have no drums.)The men dancewith knees bent andbodies
carriedwith little motion, leaning forward.On the strong accentedbeat, the dancer
gives a hop and comes down with both feet. On the second beat he holds his weight
on one foot (alternatingright and left) and with the other stamps a single step or
ripples two or three light stampsinto the time of the single step. The steps are very
precise. They are minute in size, advancing only two or three inches, but they are
strongly stamped,and ten or twenty dancersstampingtogetherproducea loud thud.
The women clap loudly and sharply.The majorityof them clap the basic patternof
a particularpiece, while some strike a beat or beats which are complementaryto the
basic beat. The clappingand stampingare of such precision that they give the effect
of a well-played battery of percussion instrumentsproducing a solid structureof
intricate rhythm. Above the percussion sounds, the voices of the men and women
weave together in parts, singing the medicine songs.' Since singing and dancing
are one, producing the music, I speak of medicine songs or medicinedancesinterchangeably.
The medicine songs or dances of the !Kung are named Rain,Sun, Giraffe,Eland,
Honey,Buffalo,and Mamba.Some of the !Kung have Gemsbokand SpiderMedicine
music as well. The Rain Dance is not danced as a specific rain-makingceremony.
The dances named for animals do not produce magic to control these animals in
hunting or to prevent snake-bite, for example. The dances are named for these
things becausethe things are vital, life-and-deaththings and they are strong, as the
curing medicinein the music is strong.
After severaldanceshave been dancedthe medicinemen begin to cure. The !Kung
do not have sorcerers,witches, or witch doctors, and do not believe that the divine
beings enter into the medicine men or speak through them. Almost all the !Kung
men are medicine men. They do not all choose to practise,for one reason or another, but there are always several in a band who are active. Medicinemen receive
no rewardsother than their inner satisfactionsand emotional release. I know that
some of them feel a deep responsibilityfor the welfare of their people and great
anxiety and concern if their curing fails, and a correspondingsatisfactionif it prevails. Others of them appearto be less concernedabout the people whom they try
to cure and more inwardlyturned.
When the medicine men are curing, all of them experience varying degrees of
self-induced trance, which includes a period of frenzy and a period of semiI Nicholas England is in the process of tracing the songs and analysing the music, and he has a paper in
preparation which will include /Kung beliefs and practices about them.
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consciousness or deep unconsciousness.I They may become stiff or froth at the mouth
or lie still as if in coma. Some of them habitually remain in trance only a short time,
others for hours. One man used to remain in a semi-trance for most of the day following a dance.
A Bushman curing cannot be fully described in words; it must be heard and I give
only an outline here. The medicine man begins by dancing and singing with the others
whatever medicine song is being sung. He then leaves the line of dancing men and
leans, still singing, over the person he is going to cure. He places one hand on the
person's chest, one on his or her back, and flutters his hands. The /Kung believe that
in this way he draws the sickness, real or potential, out of the person through his
own arms into himself. He grunts with shuddering, gurgling, gasping grunts which
intensify in tempo and pitch into shrieks and reach a high, piercing, quavering yell.
Finally the medicine man throws up his arms to cast the sickness out, hurling it into
the darkness back to //Gauwa or the /igauwasi,with a sharp yelping cry of' Kai Kai
Kai '. This shows that it is heavy work to draw the sickness out. The effect of the
sound on one observer, myself, was striking-gooseflesh and a stopping of the breath
which made it seem as though the heart stood still an instant. A medicine man goes
to every person present, leaning over each to cure, even the babies, who, amazingly,
seldom cry, though he gurgles and gasps right into their ears. If someone is actually
sick, he returns to him again and again through the night.
After the curing has been going on for some time, medicine men begin to reach
their state of frenzy. They no longer go around to the people, their spasms of grunting and shrieking become more frequent and violent, their stomachs heave, they
stagger and sway. They rush to the fire, trample it, pick up the coals, set fire to their
hair. Fire activates the medicine in them. People hold them to keep them from falling
and beat out the flames. They rush out into the darkness, where //Gauwa and the
//gauwasiare lurking. They hurl burning sticks and swear at them. ' Filthy face! Take
away the sickness you have brought.' 'Uncovered penis2! You are bad. You want
to kill us. Go away.' ' Hishe, you are a liar. This man will not die.' At this point they
may fall into deep unconsciousness or sink down semi-conscious, eyes closed, unable
to walk.
The medicine men who have not reached their full frenzy or who have passed
through it attend those who are in it. The !Kung believe that at such a time the medicine man's spirit leaves his body and goes out to meet 7/Gauwaand the Ilgauwasi.They
call this 'half death'. It is a dangerous time and the man's body must be watched
over and kept warm. The medicine men lean over the one who is in trance. They
I The !Kung know about the drug called dagga.
They told us that it grows in B.P. and that when
they go to trade they sometimes get a little. They
like to have some when they go hunting; it keeps
one from feeling tired or discouraged, they say. They
might take some at a dance if they had it, but they
are not dependent on it or on any other substance
to induce trance. The trances are psychologically
induced.
2
/Kung men swear a great deal. The swearing
plays always upon the themes of the genital organs,
sexual intercourse, incest, and excrement. In depreca-

tion they call each other genital organs or tell each
other to go and commit incest with their mothers,
sisters, wives' mothers, or sons' wives. We have not
recorded their saying' daughter '. Is that thought so
terrible to them that its expression is beyond even
these hardened swearers ? They use the same themes
in their blasphemy against the gods. ' Uncovered'
or 'thrown-away penis' may mean 'circumcised'.
This is a great insult among the !Kung who do not
circumcise but know that the Bantu do.' Filthy face'
means ' covered with excrement'.
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shriek and gurgle. They blow in his ears to open them. They take sweat from their
armpitsand rub him. Some fall over on to him in trancethemselvesand are in turn
rubbed and cared for by the others. The women must sing and clap ardentlywhile
a man is in deep trance. He needs the good medicine of the music to protect him.
The curing dancedrawspeople of a Bushmanband together into concertedaction
as nothing else does. They stamp and clap and sing with such precision that they
become like an organic being. In this close configuration-together-they face the
gods. They do not plead, as they do in their individualsupplications,for the favour
of the divine, all-powerfulbeings, and do not praisethem for goodness. Instead,the
medicinemen, on behalfof the people, releasingthemselvesfrom ordinarybehaviour
by tranceand overcoming fear and inaction, throw themselvesinto combat with the
gods and try to force them with hurled sticks and hurled words to take away the
evils they might be bringing.
The violence andexcitementof the ceremonyhavethe effect,asin a drama,I believe,
of releasingthe emotions of the people and purging them, in Aristotle's sense. Fear
and hostility find outlet and the people have acted together to protect themselves.
In this there is solace and hope.

Resume
LA RELIGION DES BOSCHIMANS !KUNG
LES Boschimans !Kung de la region de Nyae Nyae dans le sud-ouest de l'Afrique croient
qu'il existe deux dieux - le grandcreateur,qui habite dans l'est du ciel, ou le soleil se leve,
et le petit dieu qui est subordonne au grand dieu, et qui habite dans l'ouest du ciel ou le
soleil se couche.
Le grand dieu possede sept noms divins, que les !Kung ont peur de prononcer,et un seul
nom humain. Certainsde ces noms (d'apresSchaperace sont Hishe,Huweet Kxo) indiquent
que le concept du grand dieu tire son origine des croyancesanciennessoutenuespar d'autres
Boschimanset par les Hottentots. Ces noms sont associesavec un etre supremebien dispose.
Divers groupes de Boschimanscroyaientdans un esprit malfaisant,un 'avant-coureurde la
mort', //Gauwa.D'apres la croyanceactuelle des !Kung de la region de Nyae Nyae, le grand
dieu a fait du petit dieu son homonyme en lui accordanttous ses noms divins (mais non son
nom human), et IlGauwaest un des sept noms divins qui sont attribuesaux deux dieux. Le
nom humain: Gao!na,le vieux Gao, est celui du protagoniste de plusieurs vieux contes
bizarres,un etre ayant des pouvoirs surnaturels,mais ressemblanta un homme et soumis
a toutes les frustrations humaines. Les !Kung ont amalgame l'ancien protagoniste et le
grand dieu en ce qui concerne le nom, mais ils ont modifie l'image.
Le grand dieu s'est d'abord cree lui-meme, et ensuite il a cree le petit dieu. Pour chacun
d'eux, il a cree une epouse qui a donne naissancea des enfants. I1 a cree la terre et le ciel, la
femme et l'homme et il a donne des noms a toutes choses. I1 a donne le nom de son epouse,
Khwova, a la premierefemme, et son propre nom # Gaoau premierhomme. Le grand dieu
et le petit dieu s'interessentprincipalementa l'humanite. Ni l'un ni l'autre n'est associe
essentiellementavec le bien ou le mal a l'egard de l'homme; tous les deux peuvent apporter
de grands biens, tels que la pluie, la nourritureet les enfants, mais aussi la mort, la maladie
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et la famine. Tous les deux exprimentleur contentementou leur mecontentementavec les
gens, suivant leurs caprices.
Le grand dieu est omnipotent et a le pouvoir de commanderchaque action des hommes,
des animauxet des elements. Le petit dieu est cense lui obeir et executerses ordres.
En derniereanalyse,le grand dieu est fondamentalementresponsable,mais le petit dieu
est capable d'une action independanteet parfois il favorise une personne avec laquelle le
grand dieu est mecontent, et, ainsi, fache le grand dieu qui peut punir cette personne meme
de mort. Maisles !Kung disent que le grand dieu n'est jamaistrop mecontent,car autrement
il ne resteraitpersonne vivant sur la terre. Ils adressentdes prieressans formalitesaux deux
dieux en tant qu'individus,notammentau grand dieu, et sollicitent leur bienveillance.
Les !Kung croient que lorsque les gens meurentils deviennent des esprits, //gauwasi,qui
sont emportes au ciel ou ils vivent avec le grand dieu. II leur accorde l'immortalite et
ils deviennent ses serviteurs,lesquels transmettentses faveurs ou l'infortuneaux hommes.
La seule manifestationreligieusea laquelle le peuple se livre de concert est la danse ceremoniale de guerison. Le grand dieu a donne une forte medecine curativequi reside dans la
musique de la danse et dans les corps des guerisseurs.Au cours de la danse, cette medecine
est evoquee non seulement afin de guerir quelqu'un qui est effectivement malade, mais
egalementdansle but de chasserle maleventuel et de protegerles gens. Les !Kung expliquent
le fait que parfoisla medecinene guerit pas en disantque le grand dieu permeta la medecine
d'agir ou non, suivant sa volonte.
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